SOME THEOREMS ON LP FOURIER SERIES
BY

RICHARD P. GOSSELINO)
1. The almost everywhere convergence of lacunary sequences of partial
sums has long been known for L2 Fourier series [8, p. 251 ]. Somewhat later
the result was established for class Lp by Littlewood and Paley [4] and for
class 77 by Zygmund, [6] and [7]. In the papers of Zygmund, he also extended to class 77 an unpublished result of Paley concerning Lp series. This
stated that for/ in 7>, p>l,
and for almost every x, the positive integers
can be divided into complementary
sequences,
\m,\ and {re,}, in general
depending on x, such that smy(x; f) converges to f(x) and such that ^l/re„
< oo. Here sm(x;f) denotes as usual the mth partial sum of the Fourier series
of/ at x. The sequence {mv} depends then on both the function/
and the
point x. Results intermediate
between these have recently appeared [l] in
which the sequence of indices of the partial sums for which convergence takes
place are more dense in a certain sense than lacunary sequences, less dense
than those described immediately above; and they depend on the function/
but not on the point x. In particular,
for each / in L2, there is a sequence
\mv) ol upper density one such that smy(x; f) converges to/ almost every-

where.
In this paper we shall generalize our initial results on Lp series, which
were largely based on the Hausdorff-Young
theorem. Much stronger results
will be obtained by the use of powerful theorems of Littlewood and Paley.
In the next section we give our preliminary lemmas; in the third section our
two main theorems; and in the final section additional
results which are
mainly corollaries of our main results.
2. Our theorems depend to a large extent on a certain result of Littlewood
and Paley [4, II], which we now describe. Let {mk} and {re*} be two sequences of positive integers satisfying
l<a^mk+i/mkg/3,
l<a^Mj+i/«i^(3
for fixed a, B. Let
series. We may
= __-^nj_,+i c,eUx;
= 0. The theorem

/ belong to 7>, p> 1, and let JZA-cmeimx he its Fourier
assume
throughout
that
c0 = 0. For k>0,
let Ak(x)
A_jfc(x)= J^j=-mk_,-i c,ei,x if it is understood
that m0 = n0

states

that

\f(x)\"dx^\
0
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where Av,a,», Bv.a$ are constants
depending only on their subscripts.
In general it will be sufficient to consider only those / such that c„ = 0 for
nSO; and we do this now. Letting refc=X* for X an integer exceeding 1, we
have that the constants A and B in (1) depend on p and X. We shall be interested in blocks of consecutive Ak(x)'s. Thus, for i£2>.rvi by (1)
/i

2x /

(

0

Ki

\ p/2

23

p 2ir

I A*(x)I2) dx S FX,P

\k=Kx+X

/

| sxK,(x;f)- sxK,(x;f)\*dx.

J 0

The constant B\,p may be large, but by the well known fact of the mean
convergence of Lp Fourier series, the right side of (2) may be made arbitrarily

small for fixed X by taking Kx and Ki sufficiently large. We let
/<

2ir

| Ak(x)\Hx,

r 2" / 2K~l

8= I

0

«7 0

\ P/2

( 23 I A4(x)I2) dx.
\

k=K

/

For a real number y, let (y) denote the greatest integer not exceeding y. The
principle involved in our first lemma will be useful in all our proofs.
Lemma 1. For j3>0, among the K numbers &k, no more than (K/fi)

of them

exceed P8K~"'2.
The proof follows directly

from Holder's

2K-1

inequality

/iK-l

which gives
\p/2

2Z | Ak(x)\"SKl-"'2[ 23 I A*(x)|2) .
k=K

Integration

\ k=K

of this inequality

/

gives
2X-1

23 S*S K1~'i*B.

k=K

If N of the numbers &k exceed ^8K~"12, then from the above
^ j£i-p/2§; or NSK/P as required.
We shall also need another

result of Littlewood

and Paley

N^SK-"'2

[4, III].

Lemma 2. If f belongs to L2, then
r2*

Jo

{ \sn(x;f)\2\

sup \~r~-,—r^(dx
b

The original proof
relatively simple proof
analogue of Lemma 2
that almost everywhere
the somewhat
different
function

Uog(re + 2))

covers
covers
is false
sn(x;f)
result

= Ai

F2ti

Jo

i

\f(*) \*dx-

the L1' case, l<p^2,
and is complicated.
A
the L2 case and will be found in [2]. The L
[7] although it is well known, for example,
=o(log re) [8, p. 32]. However we shall require
of the following lemma, which involves the
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= sup | sm(x;f) \.

Lemma 3. Given Af >0 and f in L, let Em be thelfct of x values in [0, 2ir]
for which s*(x; /)

>

Af log(w + 2).

Then EM has measure

not exceeding

AM~lJl"f(x)dx, where A is a constant.
Let F = Jl*\f(t)\dt.

If F/Af>2x(re + 2), then the condition on \EM\, the

measure of Em, is automatically
satisfied with A~^l since \Em\ S2ir.
the other hand, 27r(w + 2)F< Af, then Em has measure 0 since

I sm(x;f) \ S~

If, on

i r2\
,
p
\ | f(t) | | Dm(x - I) | dt S (re+ 1) — ,

ir J o

where Dm(x) is the Dirichlet

mS n

ir

kernel.

Hence we may assume

that

(2x(re + 2))"1 S FM-1 S 2ir(n + 2).

Let Q be the least integer exceeding both AfF-1 and 4(re+2)FAf_1

lSQS&An+2)2

+ l. Let I, be the interval

v = 0, 1, • • • , Q2— 1. Then, except possibly

so that

27rKF2^x^27r(i< + l)<2-2,

for Q values of v,

f \f(t)\dtSFQ-\

J Iy

Let Gi be the exceptional set of F's. Then, | Gx\ S2irQ~1. Let G2 be the set of
intervals

of length

27rO"3 situated

symmetrically

about

the points

27ri'0;~2,

v = 0, 1, • • • , Q2—1. Then |G2| S2irQ~l. If x belongs to the complement of
G/UGi and also belongs to J„, then

f

\f(D\dtS f \f(t)\dtSFQ-\

For mSn,

.

.

(re+ 1/2) r

1 r

| sm(x;f) | S-—

IT

|/W \dt + —l

J 0£\x-t\<T/Q3

2 J-r/Q3s]x-tlsK

\

Ifit) I

\ dt

\X — l\

= Tx(x) + T2(x).

Since Jl*Ti(x)dxS2F
G3 of measure

(log Q3), then 2F2(x) SM log(re + 2) for x outside a set

not exceeding

Tx(x) S-

12F (log Q)/M

log(re + 2). For x outside

re + 1/2 F
Af Af
— S — < — log(re + 2).
x
Q
4
2

Thus for x in the complement of GiWG2WG3, s*(x;/)gAf
measure

4x
Q

GiWG2

log(re+2). The

of this set does not exceed

12FlogO;
Mlog(re+2)

— +-S-1-log

4xF
Af

12F
3flog(re + 2)

r

,

8x(re + 2)2 + 1 <-
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for some constant C.
Lemma 3 leads in an easy way to a weak analogue

of Lemma

2; thus if/

belongs to L,

X2ir

r- /• 2t
-|r
J
|/(*) | dx \,

[s*(x;/)]rax g Cr[log(ra+ 2)]'

0 < r < 1.

To prove this we may assume that s*(x;/) ^F log(w + 2). Let Gm be the set
of x values for which s*(x; f)^Fm
log(re + 2). By Lemma 3, \Gm\ ikAmr1.
Then our result follows from the sequence of inequalities

f

[st(x;f)Ydx g [log(ra+ 2)]'F* JZ (m + 1)'[ \ Gm\ - \ Gm+X
\]

J 0

m=l
QO

^ [2 log(re + 2))rF'JZm'~1

CO

\Gm\

^ A[2 log(ra + 2)]rF' JZ m*~2.

m=l

3. Our first theorem
tinct positive integers:
sequence not exceeding
converged to/ almost
i.e. such that lim sup
for 7>, 1 <p <2, is not
sult. We shall say that

m=.X

deals with the density function for a sequence of disgiven {?re,}, let a (re) be the number of terms of the
re. For the T,2 case we were able to prove that sm (x;f)
everywhere
for some sequence of upper density one:
<r(re)/re=l [l, p. 396]. Here the corresponding
result
the same, but it merges, so to speak, with the L2 rea sequence {m,} satisfies condition Cp if
(\ogny2-^i2^-^ff(n)

(Cp)

lim sup-^
n—»™

Theorem

1. If f belongs to 7>, 1 <p^2,

(Cj) such that sm (x;f)

1.

re

there is a sequence {m,} satisfying

converges to f almost everywhere.

We assume first that c„ = 0 for re^O. Let {\r| and {&r| be sequences of
positive integers, in general large; and let nk=\,
k = kr, kr+l,
• ■ ■ , 2kT. Let
/,

2l

0

/ 2fcr—1

(

JZ

\

k=k,

|A*(x)|2)

\ P/2

dx = 8r,

Ak(x) =

I

«4+l

JZ

cneinx.

n=nk+l

As noted in the previous section, 5r depends not only on / but also on Xr
and kr; but it can be made as small as we please, given Xr, by proper choice of
kr. Let ET be the set of x values in [0, 2ir] for which
2kr-l

JZ I A*(x)|2> (kj)1'^.
k=.kT

From the preceding,

is the conjugate
complement

| ET\, the measure

of Er, does not exceed 8rkjQ/2 where q

of p, i.e. p~1+q-1 = l. Let 7 = (2-p)/2(p-l).

of Er,
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A"'2

JZ IA_(-r)
r __*T
( _C |M*)|) .

Integrating

this inequality

over E',
24r— 1

we obtain

/»

2_ I [ Aj,(x)| rfx g MrBy the same reasoning as that used in the proof of Lemma 1, no more than
(kr/3) of the numbers fE^\Ak(x) \2dx, k = kr, • • • , 2kr— 1, exceed 3kj~l8r. By
Lemma
1 itself, no more than
(kr/3) of the numbers
J%*\Ak(x) \pdx,
k = kr, • • • , 2^r—1, exceed 3kjv/28r. Hence, for at least one k, say k(r) satisfying kr^k(r)^2kr—l,
the following simultaneous
inequalities
hold.
/►

| AA{r)(x) | dx g 3kt

/» 2t

8r,

E'T

| Ak{r)(x) \"dx ^ 3k/

8r.

do

Let 9Cbe the characteristic
function of the set Er. To investigate the partial sums of the Fourier series of At(r), we consider separately
the partial
sums of the Fourier series of the two functions 9CA*(r)and (1 —9C)Ai(r). By
Holder's inequality and (3) above
/2t

/

/* 2T

| 9C(x)A*(r)(x)| dx £ I j

\llp

| A*(P)(x)\Pdx\

| -Er|

1/

_? 31'p8rk71.

By Lemma 3, there is a set Fr of measure not more than A81/2 log Xr for some
constant A such that for x in Fj
(4)

SUp \sn(x; 9CAitr)) I ^ 5r

.

r

By (3), the square of the L2 norm of the function (1 — X)Ak{T)does not exceed
3kJ~18r. We apply to this function the methods of [l]. Let its Fourier series
be JZnA* dneinx; let Lr=((nHr)+i-nHrj)/kyr),
JT=(kj)-l;
and let
»i(i-)-HH-l)£r

S„(*) =

Jj

<t*einx,

« = 0, 1, • • • , Jr.

\n\—nk(r)+l+^Lr

Since
Jr

/» 2t

y%2ff

X) lo I S„(x)I rfx^ I
n=o J

| (1 - 9C(x))A*(r)(x)
I rfx g 3yfeJ_1ar

Jo

then for at least one p, say p(V), 0^p(r)
/'

2t

<(kj),

| S,(r)0) | ^ i C/fer^r

0
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this result with Lemma

2, we obtain

I Snix; S^(r)) \2dx S 2C^25r(log Xr).

BgX^r
r

that

Let N'r = nk(T)+u(r)Lt. Let the sequence \m,} take on the values m such
NrStnSNr+Lr,
r=l,
2, • • • . For any such m there is an r such that

(7)

sm(x;f)

= sxr(x;f)

+

{sm(x; A*(r)) -

ssT(x', A/to-))}-

Now we write

(8)

sm(x;Ak(r))

— sNr(x> At(r>) = {-Sm(x; 9CA*(r)) — 5ivr(x; 9CAfc(r))}

/

+

(5m(x;(l

-

9C)A*(r)) -5jvr(x;(l

,

-

By (4), the first bracketed term on the right of (8) does not exceed
value 281/2 outside a set of measure not more than A (log Xr)5,/2.
bracketed term on the right of (8) is sm(x; 8„(r)), which, by virtue
not exceed in absolute value 8l/A outside a set of measure not

9C)At(r,)}.

in absolute
The second
of (6), does
more than

2CA2 (log Xr)8j/2.Thus
(9)

sup

\sm(x; A*Cr)) — sNr(x; A*(r)) \ S 28r

+ 8r

,

for x in a set G/ where \Gr\ SB (logXr)5j/2 for some constant B. From our
previous comments
about the smallness of 5r, it follows that choices of {Xr}
and {kr} can be made, even if Xr is allowed to increase to oo slowly enough,
so that 23™-i \Gr\ < °°, i.e. so that almost every x belongs to all sets Gi
for all sufficiently large r. The sequence (A?,} can be made lacunary so that
SNr(x;f) converges to/almost
everywhere.
From (7) and (9) we deduce that
smy(x;f) converges to/ almost everywhere.
Since \*'S Arr+Fr^XrW+1,
we have for the sequence
\m„\
v cr(Nr +

(log (Nr + Lr))" I

t

Lr)

Nr + Lr

y

■.

Lr

' ^ *J(l0g Xr)" -——
Nr+

^(logXr)

Lr

^__j____.

The second term on the right goes to 0, and the first term can be made larger
than 1 so that (Cp) is satisfied. The limit can, in fact, be made infinite if

7>0,

i.e. if Kp<2;

but then the analogy with the L2 theorem is lost.

It remains only to get rid of the restriction that cn = 0 ior nS0. Thus we
may write/(x) =/i(x)+/2( —x) where/,- belongs to Lp and where the Fourier
coefficients of negative index for the two functions fx(x) and /2(x) are 0. We
may proceed as before to find an integer k(r) such that inequalities analogous
to (3) hold simultaneously
for both of these functions; and then a single
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integer p(r) such that inequalities analogous to (5) hold for both. Hence a
single sequence {m,} satisfying (Cj,) is constructed so that sm(\x;fj) converges
almost everywhere to/,-, *=1, 2. A generalization of this technique leads to
the following generalization of Theorem 1: given a sequence {/„} of functions in
Lp, Kp-$*2, there is a sequence of integers satisfying (Cj) such that almost
everywhere sm (x;fn) converges to fnfor every re. The same principle applies to
all our theorems, and we do not mention it again.
With respect to a lacunary sequence {rat} we shall say that the sequence
{m,} of positive integers satisfies the condition (cT) if in every block (re*, re*+i)
there is a block of terms from {m,} of length at least
,

,

/nk+i-nk\

^

\\(lognk+j)A
7,-T
/•

The next theorem
the corresponding

Theorem

is stated in terms of the (c7) condition, and it merges with
L2 theorem except for minor adjustments
[l, p. 392].

2. Let f belong to 7>, Kp<2;

let 7>3a/2 —2 where q is the

conjugate of p; and let {re*} be a lacunary sequence. Then there is a sequence
{mv} satisfying (cy) with respect to {re*} such that smf(x;f) converges to f almost
everywhere.
In order to make use of the Littlewood-Paley
result, we must have a
lacunary sequence {Nj} such that Ni+i/Nj is bounded above. There is no
difficulty in imbedding the sequence {»&} in a sequence [Nj] satisfying the
condition 1 <a^Nj+i/Nj^BThis can be done, for example, by adjoining to
{nk} the appropriate
terms of a geometric progression. If the theorem is
proved for the sequence {Nj}, and if Wi+i= 7VJ+i, then
/Nj+i-

Nj\

/nk+i(l

\ (log Nj+i)V = \

-

a-1) \

(log nk+iY /

1 -

a-1/

2

nk+i - nk \

\ (log nk+j)y/

for nk big enough. Hence, apart from the constant
factor (l—a~1)/2,
the
sequence {m,} satisfies (cj) with respect to {nk}. As our proof will show,
compensation
can be made for this factor. Thus we begin by assuming that
1 <a^nk+i/nh^BIn fact we shall assume that re*= 3* and, as before, that
cn = 0 for re:gO. The adjustments
in the proof for the general case are quite
minor. Ak(x) will have the same meaning as previously.
By Holder's in-

equality
co

/

°°

\ P/2

/

«o

/

\ *=1

\ 1—p/2

JZh-ty-^^ | __(*)
M ( E IM*)I2) ( __■
*~)
*=1

\ A=l

/

where t = 2(y —q + l)(p —1)/(2 —p). The second factor of the right side is a
convergent series since t>1. Integrating this inequality gives
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23 Sk= 23 k-<i-*»<r-» j
4=1

jfc-l
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| A*(s)\'dx < oo

•/ o

by (1). Let Ek be the set of x values for which |A*(x)| >k~'. On £*, |A*(x)|
<*-T(p-i)|At(x)|p.
/>

2t

Let 9C*(x) be the characteristic

| 9C*(x)A*(x)
| dx S k-tt*-1) I~

0

2t

function

of £*. Then

| A*(x)\»dx = Ar1^.

•/ 0

Hence, by Lemma 3, if Fk,M is the set where sup„s3*+11sn(x; A*9C*)| > Af, then
A8k
(10)

Fk,M\ S-

Af

for some constant

A. For Ei , the complement

(11)

| Ak(x)\2dxS £7(2-p)f

I
•^ Et

of Ek, we have as before

| A*(x)\*dx = JS^S*.

Jo

Let u^,be the reth Fourier coefficient of At(l —9C*),let Lk= (2(3)k/ky), and let
3*+0+l)L*

Sy(*)=

23

<*»e<M,

i = 0, 1, • • • , <**)- 1 = J.

|n|=3*+l+y£*

Now by (11)
J

/a ir

23 I

ia 2r

| 8y(x)|2cfxg J

y—oJ o

| Ak(x)\2(i - Xk(x))dxS ky-%.

«7o

For at least one j in the given range,
/,

ir

| 8y(x) |2<Zx^ 2*"15t

0

since there

are 7+l

= (^i') numbers

/o'| 8j(x) 12dx. Denote

a suitable

j by

j(k). Lemma 2 implies

(12)

sup | *„(*;Si(i>) |2^x S 2Ai —— (log 3)5,.
J 0

n^3*+1

K

Now we let \mv) take on the values m such that Nk = 3k+j(k)LkSmS3k
+ [j(k) + l]Lk, k = l, 2, • • ■ . The sequence \m,} satisfies (cf). For any such
m, there is a & such that
sm(x;f)

= sNk(x;f)

+ {sm(x; Ak) — Snt(x; Ak)\

= sNk(x;f)

+

{sm(x;Ak'Xk)

Let {uk} be a sequence increasing

— stfk(x; AkVCk)} + sm(x;&,-&)).

to oo slowly enough so that

< oo. From (10) and (12) it follows that
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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| [sm(x; AkiXk) — sNk(x; AkXk)\

Nk£m£Nk

)
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I

l

+ sm(x; &nh)) \ S —

+ Lk

Hk

outside a set Gk of measure not exceeding 8^2[(& + l)/&] (log 3)8ku\+AA8kiJ.k.
Thus 23"-1 1^*1 < °° so that almost everywhere
the above is true for all
sufficiently large k. The sequences {Nk\, k odd and k even, are separately
lacunary so that sNt(x; f) converges to / almost everywhere.
From (13) we
deduce that sm,(x;f) converges to/ almost everywhere.
4. The tools used in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are also available
for Walsh series, at least for the L2 case [5], but not for general orthonormal
series. In fact the construction
used in the proof of a theorem of Menchoff
[3, p. 167] can be modified so as to show the following: there is an orthonormal
system {cpn} and an L2 function f such that for any sequence \m,\ of upper
density one, the sequence of partial sums of index m, of the \cpn} expansion of f
diverges almost everywhere.
Our theorems do have analogues for the case of Fourier integrals. We
give a sample in the following theorm. Let
1

S»(x;f) = -

r+°°

IT J -„

which is defined for all x and co if/belongs

Theorem

sinco(a; — t)

f(t) -dt

X — t

to L(—<x, 00).

3. If f belongs to L(— 00, 00), and if for some p, Kp

S2, f be-

longs to Lp over any finite interval, then there is a sequence \mv) of positive integers satisfying (Cp) such that Smy(x;f) converges to f almost everywhere.

For w = 0, +1,

+2, • • • , we define/„(x)

=/(x + 27rre), 0^x<2x,

and by

periodicity elsewhere. Since each/„ belongs to Lp(0, 2ir), there is according to
our remarks following the proof of Theorem
1 a sequence
{mv) satisfying
(Cp) such

theorem
implies

that

then
that

almost

everywhere

smi,(x;fn)

converges

follows from the equiconvergence
Smv(x;f)

— smil(x;fn)

converges

to/„

principle

for each

n. Our

[8, p. 306] which

to 0 for 2irn<x<2ir(n

+ l).

The techniques of the proof of Theorem 1 can also be used to find a sequence \mv\ satisfying
(Cp), corresponding
to a function/
satisfying a certain continuity
condition, such that the order of convergence of 5m„(x;/) to/
reflects this continuity.
Let
r

vP(8;f) = sup

0<hiS\_J0

/» 2t

I

-ll/p

If(x + h) —f(x) IPdx\ .

Theorem 4. If f belongs to L*>,KpS2,
a^O,

then there is a sequence \my\ satisfying

J

and if o)p(8;f) = o[(log l/5)-a],
(Cp) such that almost everywhere

Sm,(x;f)-f(x)=o[(\ogm,)-"].
Let <r„(x; /) be the wth Cesaro mean of the Fourier

have [8, p. 85]
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| ffn(x;f)- f(x) \vdx= — f KH(t)dtf \f(x + t) -/(„) | "rfx

J —T

T J -t,

J —T

where Kn is the reth Fejer kernel. The integration
along the t axis can be split
into two parts: |r| gre_1/2 and re_1/2< \t\ ^ir. If use is made of the inequality
Kn(t) ^7r2(re + l)_1j~2 for the second part, it follows that

f

J —T

| <rn(x;f)-f(x) \Pdx= o[(\og »»)-»»].

Then [8, p. 153] if we let/(x) =/„(x)+a„(x;/)
r

-_»[/-*«]

n ir

=

-ll/p

J

\f(x) - sn(x;f) \"dx

^ AjMp[fn-X]

for some constant Av. Now we use the same notation as in the proof of
Theorem
1 except for the following minor change: Ak(x) = 5_"Si=n*+i c^inxWe may write 8r = kjiXV8rii where or,i = o(l) as r goes to oo, from what has
been shown about the mean convergence of sn(x;f). Er is now defined as the
set of x values for which
2jfcr_i

Zj

|A*(x) | > kr

k~hr

In the same way as before,
/!

k(r) is found such that

| Ai(r)(~) 12
| rf* ^ 3£r7— 2a— 15r,i,

I|

Er

Thus

there

^

is a set 7%.with measure

I

| Ak(r)(x) ij)
I rfx ^ 3&r—p/2—ap 5r,l.
0

not exceeding

A8\12 (log Xr)a+1 such that

for x in 7/
I

sup

I

1/2

—a

| sn(x; 9CA*(r)) | ^ 5r,i£r

—a

(2 log Xr)

nSX"r
r

Lr and S„ have their previous
/'

2t
0

That

meaning.

SUp \Sn(x;Zlt(rj)\dx •>

Analogous

to (6) is the following:

^ CA2(JLOg\T)8T,lkr—i .

ngX2*!r

is, supngj,14'- | sn(x; S„<r)) | ^ 5j/2(2£r log Xr)_a outside

a set of small

meas-

ure. Since
/i

2t
0

we have, for some small 5, \s}?r(x;f)— f(x)\ ^8(2kr logXr)~a outside a set of
small measure. Now the proof can be completed by our original method.
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